A complete Shakespeare Composite Tuff-Pole® Catalog Number includes all of the information detailed below, in order from left to right, including the dash. The letters and numbers to the left of the dash are the Basic Catalog Number found in the listings of the poles. The remainder of the Catalog Number details the options which you can specify in the order listed to define accessories, handholes, colors, etc. Please use the standard specification for these options whenever possible.

You can assemble your own catalog numbers, or call for assistance. Most of the available options are listed in the template. Call for information on all other options.

---

**LUMINAIRE MOUNTING**

00 = Capped Only (Not predrilled)
01 = 3” Tenon (11/16” min. ID x 33/4” long)
02 = 2/7” Tenon (1/8” min. ID x 33/4” long)
03 = 4” Tenon (3/4” ID x 6” long) - not available on AS10 through AS25 or BS10 through BS25
04 = 3” Tenon (2/7” ID x 2” long) - AD and BG series only - suitable for most in-line ballast fixtures
08 = Capped and predrilled for single Shakespeare 8” to 30” arm
09 = Capped and predrilled for twin Shakespeare 8” to 30” arms
10 = Capped and predrilled for single Shakespeare 4” to 12” mast arm
20 = Capped and predrilled for twin Shakespeare 4” to 12” mast arms
15 = Capped and predrilled for twin Shakespeare 15” truss arm
25 = Capped and predrilled for twin Shakespeare 15” truss arms
99 = Other (specify)

**COLOR**

- Standard Colors
  - Black 1
  - Gray 2
  - Dark Bronze 5
- Premium Colors
  - Brown 3
  - Light Green 4
  - Silver 6
  - White 7
  - Dark Green 8
- Custom Colors
  - Provide 4 digit RAL numbers
  - Provide Color Panel to match

**FINISH**

- N = Natural
- U = Semi-smooth Veil
- S = Smooth Veil

**HANDHOLE (with removable covers)**

- NONE
- 2½x3” Oval
- 4”x6” Oval
- 4”x12” Oval
- Other (contact factory)
  - * Some models, depending on pole dimensions

**HANDHOLE DISTANCE FROM POLE BASE**

- NONE
- 18” (Anchor Base only)
- 54”
- 66”
- 78”
- 90”
- 102”
- Other (specify)
  - Z

**CATALOG LENGTH (ft.)**

Not Mounting Height

**BASE TYPE**

- A = Anchor Base
- B = Direct Burial

**SERIES**

- S = Standard Chart
- O = Offset Chart
- H = Half Offset Chart
- X = Extended Chart

+ Add “W” to Series for Breakaway Poles

---

* Order logic and specifications for Tuff-Stub base poles are detailed in Shakespeare Composite publication LSP-I. Order logic and specifications for Tuff-Hinge hinged base poles are detailed in Shakespeare publication LHP-I. For Sports Lighting Tuff-Poles up to 125’ mounting height, ask for Sports Lighting brochure.